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Abstract — We propose a joint subspace recovery and enhanced 
locality based robust flexible label consistent dictionary learning 
method called Robust Flexible Discriminative Dictionary Learning 
(RFDDL). RFDDL mainly improves the data representation and 
classification abilities by enhancing the robust property to sparse 
errors and encoding the locality, reconstruction error and label 
consistency more accurately. First, for the robustness to noise and 
sparse errors in data and atoms, RFDDL aims at recovering the 
underlying clean data and clean atom subspaces jointly, and then 
performs DL and encodes the locality in the recovered subspaces. 
Second, to enable the data sampled from a nonlinear manifold to 
be handled potentially and obtain the accurate reconstruction by 
avoiding the overfitting, RFDDL minimizes the reconstruction 
error in a flexible manner. Third, to encode the label consistency 
accurately, RFDDL involves a discriminative flexible sparse code 
error to encourage the coefficients to be soft. Fourth, to encode the 
locality well, RFDDL defines the Laplacian matrix over recovered 
atoms, includes label information of atoms in terms of intra-class 
compactness and inter-class separation, and associates with group 
sparse codes and classifier to obtain the accurate discriminative 
locality-constrained coefficients and classifier. Extensive results 
on public databases show the effectiveness of our RFDDL.  
Index Terms —Robust flexible discriminative dictionary learning; 
joint subspace recovery; enhanced locality; classification 
I. INTRODUCTION 
PARSE Representation (SR) using dictionary learning (DL) 
has been playing an important role for image representation 
and recognition due to its great success to the image restoration 
[12-13], denoising [3] and classification [15], [18], [27]. To be 
specific, SR approximates data by a linear combination of a few 
compact items from a dictionary to minimize the reconstruction 
error [9], [22]. The superiority and properties of the dictionary 
is crucial to the success of representation learning. To use SR 
for classification, SR based Classification (SRC) algorithm [20] 
was proposed, which used entire training set as dictionary for 
representation and obtained the impressive recognition results. 
But computing the codes from the whole original training set 
suffers from the issues of obtaining the inaccurate coefficients 
caused by the noise and errors in original data, and inefficiency 
due to a large dictionary size, which may restrict its real-world 
applications. To solve these issues, many compact DL methods 
were proposed recently [8-9], [16-17], [22], [26], [28-35].  
Based on the use of supervised prior information, existing 
compact algorithms can be roughly divided into unsupervised 
and discriminative ones. Unsupervised models mainly compute 
the dictionaries that are suitable for representing data without 
using any class information of samples, such as [1], [15], [20], 
of which K-Singular Value Decomposition (KSVD) [1] is one 
most popular model. KSVD learns an over-complete dictionary 
from training set to represent data reliably, but it is not suitable 
for classification. Another one popular unsupervised algorithm 
is Sparse Dimensionality Reduction (SDR) [24] that improves 
the result by jointly learning a projection to reduce unfavorable 
features and redundant information to some extent.  
In contrast to unsupervised models, discriminative methods 
explicitly use the label information of training data to obtain 
discriminant dictionary and also improve classification [5], [9], 
[25], [31-34]. Existing discriminative methods can be further 
divided into two categories. The first category aims at learning 
category-specific or multiple dictionaries to promote inter-class 
discrimination, e.g., DL with Structured Incoherence (DLSI) 
[35], DL with Commonality and Particularity (COPAR) [42], 
Fisher Discrimination DL (FDDL) [22], Joint Discriminative 
Dimensionality Reduction and DL (JDDR-DL) [23], Low-rank 
Shared DL (LRSDL) [43], Projective Dictionary Pair Learning 
(DPL) [5], and Structured Analysis Discriminative DL (ADDL) 
[32]. The other kind of discriminative DL method is to compute 
a shared dictionary for all classes of samples and incorporate 
certain discriminant information by regularization to ensure the 
discriminating ability of sparse codes or dictionary, for instance 
Discriminative KSVD (D-KSVD) [25], Label Consistent KSVD 
(LC-KSVD) [9], Locality Constrained and Label Embedding 
DL (LCLE-DL) [33] and Support Vector Guided DL (SVGDL) 
[34]. LCLE-DL clearly combines the locality-based and label- 
based embedding for representation and classification.  
Although enhanced representation and classification results 
have been gained by seeking compact overall or class-specific 
dictionaries, aforementioned discriminative DL algorithms still 
suffer from several drawbacks. First, the dictionary and sparse 
codes are usually computed in the original input space, but the 
included noise and sparse errors may directly degrade the data 
representation and classification tasks. Although certain efforts 
have been made, e.g., combining the dimensionality reduction 
with DL [23], [24] to jointly calculate the feature subspace of 
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data to potentially reduce unfavorable features and redundant 
information, it usually fails to recover the sparse errors in data. 
Second, to encourage intra-class samples to deliver the similar 
sparse codes and those from different classes to have different 
ones, both LC-KSVD and LCLE-DL have used two different 
strategies. Specifically, LC-KSVD pre-defines a discriminative 
sparse codes matrix Q [9], but setting all nonzero entries to ones 
is too hard, since it treats each nonzero entry equally and does 
not consider any local information that should be encoded in 
sparse codes [33]. Thus, proposing an effective flexible way to 
encode the discriminative sparse code error with a soft measure 
is desired. In contrast, LCLE-DL constructs a Gaussian kernel 
function based Laplacian matrix over learned atoms instead of 
training data to model the locality [33], but finding an optimal 
kernel width   is never easy in reality. Third, existing methods 
usually seek the compact dictionary and codes by minimizing a 
reconstruction error between data and its linear reconstruction 
directly, which may suffer from the overfitting issue when the 
number of training data is limited. Also, the data sampled from 
a nonlinear manifold cannot be potentially handled. Thus, it 
will be better to derive a relaxed reconstruction so that the data 
sampled from nonlinear manifold can also be processed.  
In this paper, we mainly propose the effective strategies to 
overcome aforementioned issues, and propose a robust flexible 
label consistent DL method to enhance the representation and 
classification abilities. The main contributions are shown as:  
(1) A joint subspace recovery based enhanced discriminative 
locality constrained Robust Flexible Discriminative Dictionary 
Learning (RFDDL) model is proposed for joint representation 
and classification. RFDDL extends regular label consistent DL 
into the enhanced locality based robust flexible label consistent 
DL. Specifically, our RFDDL improves the representation and 
classification results by enhancing the robust properties of the 
discriminative DL procedures to noise and sparse errors, and 
encoding the discriminative locality over the recovered atoms, 
reconstruction error and label consistency more accurately. The 
classification error is also incorporated for joint optimization. 
RFDDL also abandons costly L0/L1-norm and use time-saving 
Frobenius-norm on coefficients for the group SR and efficiency. 
The relationship analysis with related work show that RFDDL 
is a more general, robust and powerful DL framework.  
(2) For the robust properties of the DL process to noise and 
errors, RFDDL proposes to recover the underlying clean data 
and atom subspaces explicitly, and performs the discriminative 
DL in the recovered subspaces for robust data representations. 
To encourage samples of one class to have similar sparse codes 
and those of different classes to have different ones, and avoid 
the tricky issue of selecting optimal kernel width   suffered in 
LCLE-DL, RFDDL encodes the locality and defines the graph 
Laplacian matrix by calculating the discrimination-promoting 
reconstruction weights based on recovered clean atoms rather 
than the original dictionary. For the discrimination-promoting 
learning, RFDDL includes the label information of atoms of the 
recovered dictionary in terms of high inter-class separation and 
intra-class compactness, and associates the Laplacian matrix 
with the coefficients and classifier learning to produce more 
accurate coefficients and discriminant classifier jointly. Thus, 
the local neighbours of each atom can be picked from the same 
class as much as possible for accurate similarity measure.  
  (3) To encode the sparse reconstruction error, discriminative 
sparse codes error and classification error more accurately, our 
RFDDL propose flexibly-relaxed extensions of them for more 
accurate data representation and classification. The flexible 
sparse reconstruction error over the recovered clean data can 
potentially enable the data sampled from a nonlinear manifold 
to be handled using the robust flexible label consistent DL. The 
discriminative flexible sparse code error encodes the mismatch 
among the discriminative sparse code matrix, enhanced locality 
constrained coefficients and a residue, which can provide a soft 
and flexible measure on the coefficients adaptively and can also 
address the hard constraint issue suffered in the LC-KSVD. The 
flexible classification error can enable the label fitness error to 
avoid the overfitting and make the prediction task accurately.  
By unifying the joint subspace recovery on data and atoms, 
enhanced locality based flexible reconstruction error, flexible 
label consistency and flexible classification error, our RFDDL 
can obtain a robust compact discriminative dictionary and a set 
of structure preserving coefficients for data represenation.  
The paper is outlined as follows. In Section II, we review the 
related work briefly. In Sections III, we present the formulation 
and optimization of RFDDL. Section IV shows the connections 
with other methods. Section V shows the experimental settings 
and results. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VII.  
II. RELATED WORK 
A. Review of D-KSVD and LC-KSVD 
We briefly review the D-KSVD and LC-KSVD formulations.  
D-KSVD. To improve the classification results, D-KSVD 
combines a classification error into KSVD to learn a dictionary 
and a classifier jointly. Given a training set  1,
n N
NX x x
   
containing N samples from c classes, where ix  corresponds to 
an n-dimensional sample in original space, the joint dictionary 
and classifier learning problem of D-KSVD is defined as 
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where  1
n K
KD d d
  is the dictionary containing K items, 
 1, , NS s s
K N  are the coefficients of X , 
0i
s  counts the 
number of nonzero elements in is ,  1,...,
c K
KW w w
   is the 
classifier, and 0T  is a sparse constraint factor to ensure that the 
coefficient vector of each ix  have fewer than 0T  nonzero items. 
 1 2= , ,
c N
NH h h h
 is the label set of all the samples, where 
 0,0 1 0,0
T c
ih    is the label vector of data point ix  with 
the nonzero position indicating its class assignment.  
LC-KSVD. Based on the modeling of D-KSVD, LC-KSVD 
further includes a discriminative sparse-code error to enforce 
the label consistency and encourage the structures of the codes 
to be preserved so that each data can be reconstructed by those 
from a class as much as possible. The criterion of LC-KSVD is 
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where H is the label set with binary entries (0 or 1), α and β are 
positive scalars.  1 2, ,...,
K N
NQ q q q
   are “discriminative” 
sparse codes for X , where  
T
0 ,1,1, 0 Kiq    is an ideal 
“discriminative” sparse code for xi if the nonzero values of qi 
occur at those indices where xi and atom di share the same label 
[9]. Suppose that  
9
1i i
X x

  has 3 classes, where 1 2 3 4, , ,x x x x  are 
from class 1, 5 6,x x  are from class 2, and the rest from class 3, 
the “discriminative” sparse codes matrix Q is defined as 
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
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Thus, term 2|| ||FQ AS  is the discriminative sparse-code error, 
where K KA   converts the original sparse codes in S to be 
more discriminative in a feature subspace K . 2|| ||FQ AS  can 
encourage the label consistency in the resulting codes, but A  is 
arbitrarily defined, so it cannot preserve local information and 
inherit the structure information of samples. Setting all nonzero 
entries to ones is also too hard, since the coefficients in S are 
essentially soft, i.e., a large value si,j means that the contribution 
of each jx  to reconstruct ix  is large, and small otherwise.  
Note that D-KSVD and LC-KSVD can be equivalent with 
the uniform atom allocation [36], which is also based on the 
identical initialization conditions and optimization methods. By 
the equivalence, we can reformulate LC-KSVD as 
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which is just the problem of D-KSVD, where   is the number 
of dictionary atoms allocated per class. The analysis in [36] also 
shows that D-KSVD is preferable because of its simplicity and 
efficiency, compared to the LC-KSVD algorithm.  
B. Review of LCLE-DL 
LCLE-DL is another one related DL method, so we also briefly 
revisit it. LCLE-DL calculates a discriminative dictionary D by 
combining the label embedding of atoms and locality constraint 
of atoms jointly. The problem of LCLE-DL is defined as 
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where S and V denote the coefficient matrices,
2
2
X DS  and 
2
2
X DV  denote the reconstruction error, and 
2
2
S V  is the 
regularization used to transfer the label constraint  TTr V UV  
to/from the locality constraint  TTr S LS . U is the scaled label 
matrix constructed by the labels of dictionary. ,   and  are 
parameters. L is a graph Laplacian matrix defined as 
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where the nearest neighbor graph is weighted by M as 
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which is defined by the Gaussian function, where  is the kernel 
width,  ikNN d is the k-nearest neighbor set of atom id , G is a 
diagonal matrix and ,i jM encodes the similarity between atoms 
id and jd . By the above definitions,  
2
2
TX DS Tr S LS   
can encode the reconstruction error with the locality constraint, 
where  TTr S LS  inherits the manifold structure of training set. 
 22
TX DV Tr V UV   encodes the reconstruction error with 
label embedding, where  TTr V UV  forces the intra-class atoms 
in D to have similar profiles. Term 
2
2
S V   is a regularization 
over the coefficients, which ensures the mutual transformation 
between the label embedding and locality constraint.   
III. ROBUST FLEXIBLE DISCRIMINATIVE DICTIONARY 
LEARNING (RFDDL) 
A. Problem Formulation 
The presented RFDDL model improves the robust properties of 
discriminative DL to noise and sparse errors in twofold. First, it 
calculates the robust discriminative dictionary and codes in the 
recovered clean data and atom subspaces. Specifically, RFDDL 
decomposes the original X and dictionary D in each iteration to 
recover underlying clean data newX  and clean dictionary newD , 
and models the errors E  and DE  at the same time in terms of 
newX X E   and new DD D E  , where L2,1-norm is used on 
E and DE  so that the sparse errors in data and atoms can be 
corrected jointly. Then, RFDDL performs the discriminant DL 
over clean newX and newD for accurate representations. Second, 
our RFDDL encodes the locality and defines a Laplacian matrix 
by computing discrimination-promoting reconstruction weights 
over recovered clean atoms, which can encourage intra-class 
samples to have similar sparse codes and inter-class samples to 
have different ones, and will be detailed in next subsection. By 
combing the joint subspace recovery and Laplacian regularized 
reconstruction error, discriminative sparse-code error and data 
classification error, the initial problem of RFDDL is given as 
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where  T2,1 2,1DE E    is the L2,1-norm based error, ,   and 
  are the parameters. Note that the L2,1-norm can ensure the 
regularized matrix to be sparse in rows, and the L2,1-norm based 
metric is robust to noise and outliners in data and atoms [2], [7], 
[27]. L2,1-norm based classifier 
2,1
W  can force the columns of 
W to be sparse so that the discriminative soft labels can be 
predicted in the latent sparse subspace. Q and H are similarly 
defined as LC-KSVD, and 
2
e F
SH  is the Frobenius-norm based 
coefficients, T / eH I ee N  is the “centering matrix”, that is, 
T / eSH S See N can be considered as the normalized coding 
coefficients. It is clear that the discriminative Laplacian matrix 
is associated with the learning of codes and classifier, which 
can potentially obtain the more accurate codes, discriminative 
dictionary and powerful discriminative classifier jointly.  
Please note that the linear reconstruction 
2
new new F
X D LS  
may be overfitted especially when the number of training data 
is limited. To enable the data sampled from nonlinear manifold 
to be handled potentially by DL and avoid the overfitting, our 
RFDDL proposes a flexible reconstruction residue motivated 
by [38], [39]. Note that the discriminative sparse code error 
2
F
Q LS   in above problem is different from that of LC-KSVD, 
since L is explicitly defined as a Laplacian matrix in RFDDL 
rather than a random matrix as the LC-KSVD. To address the 
suffered hard constraint issue when minimizing the mismatch 
between Q  and LS directly, RFDDL defines a discriminative 
flexible sparse code error. The flexible reconstruction residue 
and discriminative flexible sparse code error are defined as 
2
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where 11
 nb , 12
 Nb are bias and 1 Ne  is column vector 
of all ones. That is, 
2
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new new F
X b e D S   encodes the mismatch 
between 1
T
newX b e  and newD S , and 
2
2
T
F
Q b e LS  encodes 
the mismatch between 2
TQ b e  and LS  rather than between Q  
and LS directly. Note that the flexible reconstruction error and 
discriminative flexible sparse code error in our RFDDL clearly 
differs from [38], [39] that have discussed label prediction for 
classification. Also, RFDDL defines the flexible reconstruction 
in recovered clean space rather than original space. In addition, 
the purpose of defining 
2
2
T
F
Q b e LS   is to keep the structures 
of the coefficients, which is also obviously different.  
By combing the joint subspace recovery, enhanced locality 
based reconstruction error
2
1
T
new new F
X b e D S  , discriminative 
flexible sparse code error 
2
2
T
F
Q b e LS   and the classification 
error, the problem of our RFDDL can be reformulated as 
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where 
2
3 F
H b e WLS   is the classification error, which is also 
defined in a flexible manner to facilitate the optimization and 
can also avoid the possible overfitting issue in the label fitness 
measure and hence make the prediction results more accurately. 
iWLs  is the predicted soft label vector of ix , where the biggest 
entry in iWLs  (ideally, 1) decides the label of ix . But note that 
the biggest entry in iWLs is not necessarily strictly 1 in reality, 
since the hard label is the same as long as the position according 
to the biggest entry of iWLs  is correct.  
By substituting the errors E  and DE  back into the problem 
of Eq.(10), we can have the following final problem:  
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B. Discriminative Graph Laplacian Matrix Construction 
To encode the neighborhood of samples more accurately and 
avoid the tricky issue of selecting the optimal kernel width, our 
RFDDL defines the graph Laplacian matrix L based on the 
enhanced discriminative locality-based reconstruction weight 
matrix M. Specifically, we incorporate label information of the 
atoms of newD  into the construction of the weight matrix M. To 
fully use supervised the class information of atoms, we use a 
similar idea as [40] to refine the distances between the atoms so 
that the resulted neighborhood of data is more discriminating 
and accurate. That is, we increase the pre-calculated distances 
between those inter-class atoms and reduce the distances of 
those intra-class atoms artificially as  
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where 
new
id  is the i-th atom of recovered clean dictionary newD , 
  is the original Euclidean distance matrix,  ,max i j  is the 
largest distance between all pairs of atoms in  , and new  is the 
newly-defined distance matrix. It is clear from new that the 
distances between intra-class atoms can be reduced so that the 
local neighbors of each atom can be picked from the same class 
as much as possible. Based on the new distance matrix new , the 
reconstruction weight matrix M can be computed by 
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where  newikNN d is the k-nearest neighbor set of the atom newid  
over new . By repeating the above step for each atom, we can 
obtain
,
   
K K
i jM M . After calculating M, we symmetrize it 
as  T 2 M M M  and then normalize it as
1/2 1/2 
M D M D , 
where D is a diagonal matrix with entries
,ii i jjD M .  By the 
normalized M, the Laplacian matrix L can be similarly obtained 
as  L G M , where G is a diagonal matrix with entries being 
,ii i jjg M . As a result, although the Frobenius-norm is used, 
the codes may still be accurate by considering local information 
of dictionary and designing enhanced graph Laplacian matrix. 
Also, minimizing 
2
2 F
Q b e LS   can force intra-class samples 
to have very similar atoms and representation, i.e., encouraging 
the label consistency in the resulting atoms and sparse codes.  
In what follows, we mainly describe the optimization and 
convergence of our proposed RFDDL.   
C. Optimization 
We show the optimization procedures of RFDDL. Letbe the 
objective function of our RFDDL method in Eq.(11), by taking 
the derivative of   w.r.t. bias b1, b2 and b3, and setting the 
derivatives to zeros respectively, we can obtain 
 T1 1
1
0 /

      

new new new newb e e X e D LSe b D LSe X e N
b
,(14) 
 T2 2
2
0 /

      

b e e Qe LSe b LSe Qe N
b
,              (15) 
 T3 3
3
0 /

      

b e e He WLSe b WLSe He N
b
.         (16) 
Based on the above equations, we can rewrite the flexible 
reconstruction error 1
T
new newX b e D LS  , discriminative flexible 
sparse codes error 2 
TQ b e LS and the flexible classification 
error 3H b e WLS
   as follows:   
 
   
1
/
T
new new
T T
new new new new
new e new e e D e
X b e D LS
X D LSee X ee N D LS
X H D LSH X E H D E LSH
 
   
     
,    (17) 
 2 /       T T T e eQ b e LS Q LSee Qee N LS QH LSH , (18) 
 
 
3 /
T T T
e
H b e WLS H WLSee Hee N WLS
H WLS H
     
 
,        (19) 
where T / eH I ee N is the “centering matrix”. By substituting 
the above equations into Eq.(11), we can obtain the following 
equivalent optimization problem for RFDDL:   
     
 
 
2 T
2,1 2,1, , , , ,
2 2
2
2,1
min
+
D
e D e DFD S L E E W
e e eF F
T
e e F
X E H D E LSH E E
QH LSH SH
HH WLSH W



    
  
 
. (20) 
From the above problem, it is easy to check that the variables 
depend on each other, so they cannot be solved directly. By 
following the common procedures, we solve the problem by 
updating them alternately. Firstly, we initialize the dictionary D 
as a random matrix, and initialize E  and DE  as zero matrices. 
Then, RFDDL can be optimized using the following steps:  
1) Robust Flexible Label Consistent Dictionary Learning 
and Clean Dictionary Atom Recovery:  
Fix others, update D and S . We first fix the recovered clean 
data newX , sparse errors DE  and graph Laplacian matrix L for 
the robust flexible label consistent dictionary learning:  
   2 2 2
,
2
min
+
new e D e e e eF FFD S
e e F
X H D E LSH QH LSH SH
HH WLSH


    

.(21) 
By taking the derivative w.r.t. D and zeroing the derivative, 
we can update the dictionary 1tD   at the (t+1)-th iteration as 
      
1
1t new D t t e e t t t t e e t tt t
D X E L S H H S L L S H H S L

     
   .    (22) 
Similarly, by taking the derivative w.r.t. S and setting it to 0, 
we can update the coefficients matrix 1tS   accordingly as 
    
    
-1
TT T T T
1 1 1
TT T T T
1
+
+ +
t t new new t t t t t t tt t
t new new t t tt t
S L D D L L L I L W W L
L D X L Q L W H
  
 
  

  

,  (23) 
where    11   new t Dt tD D E  is the recovered clean dictionary 
and    new ttX X E  is the recovered clean data matrix.  
Fix others, update ED and recover the clean dictionary Dnew. 
Given D and S, we can update the sparse error DE  in dictionary 
D from the following reduced formulation:  
   
2 T
2,1
min
D
e D e DFE
X E H D E LSH E    .         (24) 
According to the property of L2,1-norm [2], [7], [19], [27], i.e., 
 T 2D D DE tr E E  , where  is a diagonal matrix with the entries 
being  
2
0.5 /ii D iE  ,  tr  is trace operator and  D iE  is the 
i-th column of sparse error DE . When each   0D iE  , the above 
formulation can be easily approximated as 
 
   
2 T
2,1,
2
min
D
new e D e DFE
new e D e D DF
X H D E LSH E
X H D E LSH tr E E




  
    
,        (25) 
By taking the derivative of the above problem w.r.t. ED, we 
can update the error matrix  
1D t
E  as follows:  
    
 
1 1 11 1
1
1 1 +
  
   

  
 
 
 
D t t t new e e t tt t
t t e e t t t
E D L S X H H S L
L S H H S L
.               (26) 
After obtaining the error matrix  
1D t
E , we can update the 
recovered dictionary newD  as    11 1new t Dt tD D E   . After that, 
we can use  
1new t
D

 to update the graph Laplacian matrix 1tL  
by Eqs.(12) and (13), and update the diagonal matrix  as 
        1 1 1 1
2
, 1 / 2      
i
t t t D tii ii
diag where E .     (27) 
2) Recovering Underlying Clean Data Subspace:  
Fix others, update the error E and recover the clean data Xnew. 
We fix the recovered dictionary newD  and coefficients matrix S 
to encode the sparse error E from the following problem:  
 
2
2,1
min    e new e FE
X E H D LSH E .             (28) 
By the definition of L2,1-norm, we have  
2,1
2E tr EVE   
similarly, where V is a diagonal matrix with the entries being 
2
0.5 / iiiv e , 
ie is the i-th column of E. Note that the above 
problem can be similarly approximated as the following one:  
   
2
,
min e new e FE V
X E H D LSH tr EVE    .         (29) 
when each 0ie  , i=1, 2,…, N. By taking the derivative of the 
above problem w.r.t. E, we can update the error 1tE  as 
    
1
1 11
+

 
 
 t new t t e e e e ttE X D L S H H H H V .      (30) 
After 1tE  is updated, the diagonal matrix V is inferred as 
       1 1 1 1 2, 1 / 2    
i
t t t tii ii
V diag v where v e ,        (31) 
where ie is the i-th row of the error matrix 1tE . Then, the clean 
data can be easily recovered as   11new ttX X E    .  
3) Robust Discriminative Classifier Learning:  
Fix others, update the linear classifier W. We fix S and use the 
updated Laplacian matrix L  to seek a robust linear multi-class 
classifier W. Since  T T
2,1
2W tr W W , where is a diagonal 
matrix with the entries being
2
0.5 /ii iq w , we can similarly 
have the following approximated problem:  
 
      
2 T
2,1,
T T
min e e FW
e e e e
HH WLSH W
tr HH WLSH HH WLSH tr W W


 
   
, (32) 
when each 0iW  . By taking the derivative of the problem w.r.t. 
W, we can update the robust classifier 1tW   as 
 
1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1+t e e t t t t e e t t tW HH H S L L S H H S L

     
       .         (33) 
After the linear classifier 1tW   is updated at each iteration, 
the diagonal matrix  can be inferred as 
      1 1 1 1, 2, 1 / 2t t t t iii iidiag q where q w     ,        (34) 
where 1,t iw  is the i-th column vector of 1tW . For the complete 
representation of the optimization, we summarize the whole 
procedures in Algorithm 1, where the diagonal matrices V ,  
and  are all initialized to be the identity matrices, similarly as 
[2], [19] that have shown that this choice generally works well. 
The iteration stops when the difference between the objective 
function values in two adjacent iterations is less than 0.001.  
D. Classification Approach for Involving New Data 
We show how to use RFDDL for representing and classifying 
outside new data. Since a linear label predictor *W is explicitly 
trained over the coefficients in training phase, we only need to 
obtain the coefficients testS of the test set testX  and use 
*
testW S  to 
predict the soft label matrix of testX . Specifically, we propose 
two effective strategies by reconstruction and embedding to 
obtain the coefficient vector tests  of each new data testx in testX .  
Classification scheme one by reconstruction (RFDDL-r): 
In this scheme, we compute the coding coefficients of testX  by 
involving an efficient reconstruction process with well-trained 
clean dictionary *newD for the representation learning:  
2 2
min
test
test e new test e test eF FS
X H D S H S H  .               (35) 
By taking the derivative of the above equation w.r.t. testS  and 
zeroing the derivative, we can easily obtain testS as 
    
1 1
* T * * T
test new new new test e e e eS D D D X H H H H
 
  .         (36) 
After tests of each  testx  is obtained, the soft label information 
can be inferred as * testW s . Finally, the hard label of testx  can be 
assigned as  *arg max i c test iW s , i.e., the largest entry of the soft 
label vector * testW s  determines the class assignment of testx .  
Classification scheme two by embedding (RFDDL-e): In 
this scheme, we present an efficient embedding based method. 
More specifically, after the coding coefficients S and graph 
Laplacian matrix L of RFDDL are obtained from training data, 
we learn a code-extraction projection G separately by 
2 2
arg min  
F FG
G LGX S GX .                 (37) 
Due to the minimization
2
F
LGX S , learnt G can potentially 
extract the approximate coefficients from outside new data by 
embedding data directly onto it. By zeroing the derivative w.r.t. 
G, we can obtain the code-extraction projection G as 
   
1 1
G L L I L SX XX
 
     .                    (38) 
After G is obtained, the coefficient vector tests of each  testx  is 
denoted as testGx , then the soft label vector is similarly obtained 
as * testW Gx and the hard label is assigned as  
*arg max i c test i
W Gx .  
E. Convergence Analysis 
The variables in RFDDL are solved alternately, so we want to 
present its convergence analysis. Specifically, based on [41] we 
summarize the convergence of our RFDDL in Theorem 1.  
Theorem 1. The optimization procedures of our RFDDL in 
Algorithm 1 decreases the objective function in Eq.(11) in each 
iteration until it converges.  
Proof: The proposed RFDDL approach shown in Algorithm 
1 can be regarded as a two-stage optimization method:  
(1) Updating D and S stage: By fixing the sparse errors E 
and ED, both D and S can be updated by solving 
     2 2 2
,
min e D e e e eF FFD S
X E H D E LSH QH LSH SH      .    
(39) 
Since the discriminative Laplacian matrix L depends on the 
recovered clean dictionary =new DD D E completely, the updated 
D and S decrease the objective values of Eq.(20).  
(2) Updating E and ED stage: By fixing D and S, both E and 
ED can be updated by solving the following sub-problem:  
     2 T2,1 2,1,minD e D e DFE E X E H D E LSH E E
     .   (40) 
With similar argument, the updated E and ED decrease the 
objective values of Eq.(20). Because there are several blocks in 
RFDDL and the objective function is also non-smooth, it is not 
easy to prove the global convergence in theory [2], [21]. But 
fortunately, both above stages decrease the objective function 
value of Eq.(20), thus RFDDL can also decrease the original 
objective function value of Eq.(10) and is ensured to converge.  
 
Algorithm 1: Robust Flexible Discriminative DL (RFDDL) 
Input: Labeled training data X , discriminative sparse code 
matrix Q , dictionary size K and parameters  ,  ,  .  
Initialization: Initialize 0V , 0
  and 0 as identity matrices; 
initialize 0E  and  0DE  to be zero matrices; initialize 0S  as the 
random matrix; initialize the graph Laplacian matrix 0L  using 
Eqs.(12-13) based on the original training data; t=0.  
While not converge do 
1. Compute the recovered clean data as  
1new tt
X X E

   and 
recovered clean dictionary as    
1new t Dt t
D D E

  ;   
2. Update the graph Laplacian matrix 1tL  by Eqs.(12-13);  
3. Fix others, update the dictionary 1tD  by Eq.(22);   
4. Fix others, update the coefficients 1tS  by Eq.(23);   
5. Fix others, update the error  
1D t
E  by Eq.(26) and;    
6. Fix others, update the error 1tE  by Eq.(30);   
7. Update the linear label predictor 1tW  by Eq.(33);  
8. Update the diagonal matrices 1t , 1tV  and 1t by Eqs.(27) 
(31) and (34), respectively;   
9. If converged, stop; else, t=t+1 and go to the step 1.  
end while 
Output: Clean dictionary  *
1new new t
D D

 , coefficients matrix 
*
1tS S  , Laplacian matrix 
*
1tL L   and classifier 
*
1tW W  .   
IV. DISCUSSION: RELATIONSHIP ANALYSIS 
We mainly discuss the connections and differences between 
our RFDDL and other related work in this part.  
A. Relation to D-KSVD and LC-KSVD 
Recall the objective function of RFDDL in Eq.(11), if the ideal 
conditions that the original data and computed discriminative 
dictionary are absolutely clean without any noise and errors are 
satisfied, i.e., E=0 and DE =0, and suppose that the bias 1 2 3, ,b b b  
are zeros, we can easily have the reduced problem:  
 
 
1
2 3
2 2 2
1 2
, , , ,
, ,
2
3 2,1
min e FF FD S L b
b b W
F
X b e DLS Q b e LS SH
H b e WLS W


 
 
     
   
.   (41) 
By comparing the above problem with that of LC-KSVD in 
Eq.(2), we can find that one difference is that RFDDL embeds 
sparse codes into a discriminative Laplacian matrix L  to form 
locality-constrained structure preserving coefficients, while the 
LC-KSVD uses a transformation A  that is not clearly defined to 
enforce transformed codes AS  to approximate Q . The second 
difference is that RFDDL minimizes the reconstruction error, 
discriminative sparse code error and classification error in a 
flexible manner, while LC-KSVD impose the hard constraints 
on them, which may produce inaccurate representations. The 
third one is that LC-KSVD clearly uses the constraint 00is T  
to ensure the sparsity of learnt coefficients, while our RFDDL 
regularizes the Frobenius-norm on the centered coefficients for 
the efficient coding. The fourth one is that our RFDDL clearly 
associates the Laplacian matrix L with the coding coefficients, 
dictionary and classifier jointly for enhancing the inter-class 
discrimination. It is worth noting that the problems of RFDDL 
and LC-KSVD are also equivalent to some extent when the 
following conditions are satisfied: (1) A is fixed as L in each 
iteration; (2) the bias 1 2 3, ,b b b  are zeros, i.e., the reconstructions 
are accurate; (3) the factor 0T  in 00is T  is set to a large value 
and in such case the learnt is  of each sample lose the sparse 
properties; (4) the graph Laplacian L  associated with the data 
reconstruction and classification errors are removed. Based on 
these analyses, if we further remove the discriminative sparse 
code error term, D-KSVD is also equivalent to our RFDDL. 
Hence, by removing the useful constraints and regularization, 
both D-KSVD and LC-KSVD will be inferior to RFDDL for 
classification in theory, which will be verified by simulations.  
B. Relation to LCLE-DL 
We also describe the connections between LCLE-DL and our 
RFDDL. Recalling the objective function of LCLE-DL, if we 
set   associated with the term 
2
2
S V  to +∞, i.e., 
2
2
0S V   
or S=V, the objective function of LCLE-DL can be reduced to 
   2
2, ,
2
min
. . 1, 1, ,
T T
D S L
i
X DS tr S LS tr S US
s t d i K
   
 
,           (42) 
which means that the label constraint and the locality constraint 
are all regularized on the coefficient matrix S. To facilitate the 
comparison, by setting the bias 1 3,b b  to be zeros and 0   (i.e., 
the classifier W is not jointly learnt) in the formulation of our 
RFDDL in Eq.(11), we can simplify the problem as 
     
 
2
2 T
2,1 2,1, , , , ,
2 2
2
min
D
D DFD S L E E b
e FF
X E D E LS E E
Q b e LS SH




    
   
.  (43) 
By comparing the above two problems, we can find that: 
LCLE-DL uses  Ttr S LS  to preserve the locality of the learned 
dictionary and uses the label embedding term  Ttr S US  instead 
of classification error to encourage intra-class atoms to have the 
similar profiles, while RFDDL uses the discriminative flexible 
sparse code error term 
2
2 F
Q b e LS   to preserve the locality 
of learned dictionary and encourage the subspace structures or 
label consistency of learned atoms and coding coefficients to be 
preserved at the same time. That is, the purposes of them are 
similar, but they employs different strategies. As a result, the 
above formulation can be regarded as a robust enhanced variant 
of LCLE-DL. Moreover, setting 0   means that the codes of 
LCLE-DL cannot be ensured to be optimal for classification, 
although LCLE-DL uses the label embedding of atoms to force 
the coefficient matrix to be block-diagonal. Hence, RFDDL can 
also potentially outperform LCLE-DL for data classification by 
incorporating the subspace recovery and enhanced locality.  
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS  
In this section, we mainly evaluate RFDDL for representation 
and classification of images and documents. The performance 
of RFDDL is compared with those of 14 related algorithms, that 
is, SRC [20], KSVD [1], D-KSVD [25], FDDL [22], DPL [5], 
LC-KSVD1 [9], LC-KSVD2 [9], JDDRDL [23], SDR [24], 
SVGDL [34], DLSI [35], ADDL [32], COPAR [42], LCLE-DL 
[33], and LRSDL [43]. Nine public databases, including four 
face databases: ORL (http://www.uk.research.att.com/facedata 
base.html), UMIST [6], MIT CBCL [37] and CMU PIE [48], 
three object image databases: Caltech101 [14], ETH80 [11] and 
COIL20 [49], and two text databases: TDT2 (https://www.nist. 
gov/speech/tests/tdt/tdt98/index.htm) and RCV1 [50]. Detailed 
information of used datasets are described in Table I and some 
image examples are illustrated in Fig.1. The parameters of each 
evaluated algorithm are all carefully chosen for fair comparison. 
As is common practice, all images of ORL, MIT CBCL, CMU 
PIE, ETH80 and COIL20 are resized into 32×32 pixels due to 
efficiency. Thus, each image corresponds to a data point in a 
1024-dimensional space. For the inductive classification, we 
split each database into a training set and a test set, where the 
training set is used for DL and coefficients coding, and the test 
set is to evaluate the classification accuracy. KSVD uses the 
same classification approach as SRC [20]. The Gaussian kernel 
width is set by the estimation approach of [44] in LCLE-DL and 
the nearest neighbor number is set to 7 [45] for LCLE-DL and 
RFDDL. The dimension of JDDRDL and SDR is reduced to 
d=c-1 [45], [46]. We perform all simulations on a PC with Intel 
Core i7-6700 CPU @ 3.4 GHz 3.4GHz 8G.  
TABLE I. DESCRIPTIONS OF EVALUATED DATABASES.  
Dataset Name # Samples # Dim # Classes 
MIT CBCL (face) 3240 1024 10 
UMIST (face) 1012 1024 20 
CMU PIE (face) 11554
 1024
 68 
1024 68 
Caltech101 (object) 
 
9 44 
 
3000 
 
102 
 ETH80 (object) 3280 1024 80 
COIL20 (object) 1440 1024 20 
TDT2 (text) 9394 36771 30 
RCV1 (text) 9625 29992 4 
 
(a) MIT CBCL              (b) UMIST                 (c) CMU PIE 
   
(d) Caltech101                 (e) ETH80                (f) COIL20 
Fig. 1: Some image examples of evaluated image databases.  
A. Visual Image Analysis by Visualization 
We present some results to visualize the recovered clean data 
and clean dictionary in the real cases. Two databases, i.e., CMU 
PIE and ORL, are evaluated. CMU PIE database has 68 persons 
with 41368 images under varying pose, illumination and facial 
expression. Following [1], 170 near frontal images per person 
are used. We choose the five near frontal poses (C05, C07, C09, 
C27, and C29) and use all images under different illuminations 
and facial expressions [44]. We randomly choose 5 face images 
per class to form the data matrix X. The number of dictionary 
atoms is set to 340 and 50 for CMU PIE and ORL databases, 
respectively. To observe the denoising effect, random Gaussian 
noise is added manually into the data matrix X by using 
  'X X variance randn size X   .              (44) 
We first visualize the effects of recovering the original face 
images, and mainly show several images as examples for clear 
observation in Fig.2, where we show the original noisy images 
X’, recovered images Xnew and error images E. We also quantify 
the denoising results by computing the signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR) and root-mean-square error (RMSE) based on the noisy 
and denoised images, respectively. In this study, the variance is 
set to 500. We can observe that the recovered images Xnew has 
less noise than noisy images X’, i.e., the recovery can remove 
the underlying noise from original images effectively. Note that 
the coefficients obtained by performing DL in recovered space 
will be more accurate than in original image space empirically. 
The quantitative evaluations also demonstrate the effectiveness 
of the denoising process by subspace recovery, because the 
recovered images Xnew obtain higher SNR values and smaller 
RMSE values than those from the original noisy images.  
Noisy X’   =      Xnew     +       E          Noisy X’  =      Xnew     +        E 
   
SNR=21.3      SNR=24.3                            SNR=9.5        SNR=13.8 
RMSE=21.3   RMSE=15.5                          RMSE=22.1   RMSE=15.3   
   
SNR=21.1      SNR=24.7                            SNR=15.5      SNR=18.8 
RMSE=22.1   RMSE=14.7                         RMSE=22.2   RMSE=16.7 
     
SNR=21.1      SNR=24.2                            SNR=15.5      SNR=18.8 
RMSE=22.4   RMSE=15.6                         RMSE=21.9   RMSE=13.3 
   
SNR=21.2      SNR=24.6                            SNR=13.2      SNR=16.7 
RMSE=22.3   RMSE=15.0                         RMSE=22.6   RMSE=12.7 
(a)  ORL face database              (b) CMU PIE face database 
Fig. 2: Visualization of the recovered images on two face databases.  
Original D         =       Recovered Dnew    +          Error DE   
   
Original D         =       Recovered Dnew    +          Error DE   
       
Fig.3: Visualization of the recovered dictionary on CMU PIE database 
(first row) and ORL face database (second row).  
Then, we visualize the recovered dictionary in Fig.3, where 
we show 25 images for clear observation. We can find that the 
recovered dictionary Dnew has less noise than original dictionary 
D. More importantly, the learnt D is vague and is difficult to be 
distinguished for inter-class images due to poor discriminating 
power. On the contrary, the recovered Dnew can capture more 
face details than D, which is benefit for learning discriminative 
coefficients, i.e., the dictionary recovery can also remove the 
underlying noise. Note that the coefficients by clean dictionary 
Dnew will be intuitively more accurate than original dictionary.  
B. Convergence Results 
We present some convergence results of RFDDL by illustrating 
the objective function values. Six databases, i.e., MIT CBCL, 
UMIST, ETH80, Caltech101, TDT2 and RCV1, are applied for 
evaluations. A subset of the original TDT2 corpus is employed, 
where those documents appearing in two or more categories 
were removed, and the largest 30 categories were kept, leaving 
us with 9,394 documents in total. RCV1 text database contains 
information of topics, regions and industries for each document 
and a hierarchical structure for topics and industries. A set of 
9,625 documents with 29,992 distinct words is applied in this 
study, including the categories“C15,” “ECAT,” “GCAT,” and 
“MCAT,” with each having 2,022, 2,064, 2,901, and 2,638 
documents. For each database, we choose 5 images from each 
class for training and DL. The convergence results are shown in 
Fig.4, from which we can find that the objective function value 
of our RFDDL in the iterations is non-increasing and usually 
converges to a constant. RFDDL also converge fast.  
 
(a) MIT CBCL                  (b) UMIST                      (c) ETH80  
 
(d) Caltech101                   (e) TDT2                     (f) RCV1 
Fig. 4: The convergence results of our RFDDL on some databases. 
  
Fig. 5: Quantitative comparison of computational time of each method 
on MIT CBCL (left) and CMU PIE (right).  
C. Comparison of Computational Time 
We evaluate the actual computational time, including both the 
training and testing time of each algorithm. Two face datasets, 
i.e., MIT CBCL [37] and CMU PIE [48], are employed for the 
evaluations. For each database, we select 20 samples from each 
class randomly as training set and test on the rest. The averaged 
computational time of each approach over 20 different runs is 
shown in Fig. 5. From the running time, we can find that: (1) the 
overall computational time of our RFDDL-r and RFDDL-e are 
comparable to those of DPL and ADDL, since RFDDL uses the 
efficient Frobenius norm instead of the costly L0/L1-norm for 
coefficient coding in training stage; (2) KSVD, D-KSVD and 
LC-KSVD spend far more test time and overall computational 
time than other models, since they have to involve a separable 
costly sparse reconstruction process for each new data to obtain 
its coefficient vector and then perform classification over it. On 
the contrary, the costly sparse reconstruction process is avoided 
in DPL, ADDL and our RFDDL, and specifically they used the 
efficient inclusion schemes to handle new test data.  
D. Application to Face Recognition 
We evaluate each model for face representation and recognition 
on three public real databases, i.e., MIT CBCL, UMIST and 
CMU PIE. The recognition result of each method is averaged 
over 10 random splits of training and test images. The sparsity 
constraint factor is set to 30 for each L0-norm based method.  
1) Results on MIT CBCL. In this study, we randomly select 
4 images from each person for training, while the rest are used 
for testing. We set 2=10 , 6=10 , 810   for our RFDDL-e and 
RFDDL-r. The number of atoms is set as its maximum for each 
method if without special remarks. Table II describes the face 
recognition result and the highest two records are highlighted in 
bold, from which we can find that our RFDDL-r and RFDDL-e 
obtain higher accuracies than other methods. The improvement 
by our models can be attributed to encoding the flexible sparse 
reconstruction error, discriminative flexible sparse code error 
and flexible classification error more accurately and recovering 
underlying clean data and atom subspaces for representations 
jointly. LC-KSVD2, LCLE-DL, LRSDL and ADDL can also 
perform better than other methods. The confusion matrices for 
RFDDL-r and RFDDL-e are shown in Figs.6 (a) and (b).  
TABLE II.   
AVERAGED FACE RECOGNITION RATES ON MIT CBCL.  
Evaluated Methods Accuracy (%) 
SRC(4 items per person) 93.1 
KSVD(4 items per person) 93.2 
D-KSVD(4 items per person) 95.8 
JDDRDL(4 items per person) 96.0 
SDR(4 items per person) 94.3 
FDDL(4 items per person) 96.0 
LC-KSVD1(4 items per person) 96.5 
LC-KSVD2(4 items per person) 
DLSI(4 items per person) 
97.3 
94.1 
SVGDL(4 items per person) 94.6 
DPL(4 items per person) 96.3 
ADDL(4 items per person) 97.7 
COPAR(4 items per person) 97.1 
LCLE-DL(4 items per person) 97.4 
LRSDL(4 items per person) 97.6 
RFDDL-r(4 items per person) 98.5 
RFDDL-e(4 items per person) 98.7 
   
(a) RFDDL-r                                     (b) RFDDL-e 
Fig. 6: Confusion matrices of our proposed methods on MIT CBCL.  
2) Results on UMIST. For this study, we randomly select 5 
images from each person as the training set and test on the other 
images. We set 2 4 8=10 , =10 , =10   for RFDDL-e and RFDDL-r. 
The recognition results of each algorithm are described in Table 
III. We find from the results that our RFDDL-r and RFDDL-e 
methods can obtain the enhanced recognition results than other 
compared algorithms. The face recognition results of ADDL, 
COPAR and LRDSL are comparable with each other, and are 
superior to the other remaining algorithms. DLSI and JDDRDL 
obtain the worse results on this face database.   
TABLE III.  
AVERAGED FACE RECOGNITION RATES ON UMIST.  
Evaluated Methods Accuracy (%) 
SRC(5 items per person) 87.4 
KSVD(5 items per person) 87.7 
D-KSVD(5 items per person) 87.2 
JDDRDL(5 items per person) 85.3 
SDR(5 items per person) 88.1 
FDDL(5 items per person) 87.2 
LC-KSVD1(5 items per person) 87.8 
LC-KSVD2(5 items per person) 
DLSI(5 items per person)  
88.6 
84.9 
SVGDL(5 items per person) 87.7 
DPL(5 items per person) 
ADDL(5 items per person) 
COPAR(5 items per person) 
LCLE-DL(5 items per person) 
LRSDL(5 items per person) 
88.9 
89.3 
89.2 
88.5 
89.8 
RFDDL-r(5 items per person) 90.7 
RFDDL-e(5 items per person) 91.4 
TABLE IV.  
AVERAGED RECOGNITION RATES ON CMU PIE UNDER 
DIFFERENT NUMBERS OF TRAINING SAMPLES.  
Evaluated 
Methods 
5 train/class 
(5 items) 
10 train/class 
(8 items)  
15 train/class 
(12 items)  
20 train/class 
(16 items)  
Acc. (%) Acc. (%) Acc. (%) Acc. (%) 
SRC 53.5 68.9 73.4 78.5 
KSVD 51.5 56.1 69.4 75.6 
D-KSVD 53.8 59.7 67.2 77.8 
JDDRDL 48.3 66.8 72.4 75.3 
SDR 43.1 65.4 70.2 73.6 
FDDL 40.3 58.8 66.1 75.3 
LC-KSVD1 52.4 60.5 68.5 77.3 
LC-KSVD2 
DLSI 
54.2 
39.4 
71.4 
56.3 
77.5 
60.8 
79.5 
67.5 
SVGDL 54.2 70.6 74.3 78.2 
DPL 52.3 60.1 68.7 74.3 
ADDL 54.5 78.3 85.2 89.2 
COPAR 54.2 71.0 81.0 86.8 
LCLE-DL 54.3 71.5 77.8 80.1 
LRSDL 53.3 72.0 81.7 87.2 
RFDDL-r 55.2 79.8 86.1 89.3 
RFDDL-e 56.5 81.5 88.3 90.2 
3) Results on CMU PIE. In this section, we used the principal 
component features in [32] for face recognition. We evaluate 
recognition result of each algorithm under different numbers of 
training samples by randomly selecting 5, 10, 15 and 20 images 
from each person as the training set and test on the rest images. 
We also use different numbers of dictionary items for different 
training samples evaluate the results, which corresponds to an 
average of 5, 8, 12 and 16 items per person. The parameters 
2 4 2=10 , =10 , 10    are set for our RFDDL-e and 2 8=10 , =10   
810  for RFDDL-r. The averaged results are shown in Table 
IV. We find that the results of each algorithm can be improved 
as the number of training data increases. RFDDL-e performs 
the best among all compared methods, followed by RFDDL-r 
and ADDL. LRSDL and COPAR can also work well.  
E. Application to Object Recognition 
We evaluate RFDDL-r and RFDDL-e for object representation 
and recognition on three public real databases, i.e., Caltech101, 
COIL20 and ETH80. The sparsity constraint factor is fixed to 
30 for Caltech101 and 10 for COIL20 and ETH80.  
       
(1) anchor, accuracy: 98.3% 
          
(2) ant, accuracy: 98.7% 
       
(3) barrel, accuracy: 100% 
       
(4) chandelier, accuracy: 100% 
       
(4) cougar face, accuracy: 100% 
        
(5) elephant, accuracy: 100% 
Fig. 7: Example images from classes with high recognition accuracy 
from the Caltech101 object database.  
TABLE V.  
 AVERAGED OBJECT RECOGNITION RATES ON CALTECH101.  
Evaluated Methods Accuracy (%) 
SRC(30 items per class) 70.7 
KSVD(30 items per class) 73.2 
D-KSVD(30 items per class) 73.0 
JDDRDL(30 items per class) 67.8 
SDR(30 items per class) 70.2 
FDDL(30 items per class) 73.1 
LC-KSVD1(30 items per class) 73.4 
LC-KSVD2(30 items per class) 73.6 
DLSI(30 items per class) 70.1 
SVGDL(30 items per class) 72.6 
DPL(30 items per class) 73.9 
ADDL(30 items per class) 74.2 
COPAR(30 items per class) 74.0 
LCLE-DL(30 items per class) 73.5 
LRSDL(30 items per class) 74.2 
RFDDL-r(30 items per class) 74.3 
RFDDL-e(30 items per class) 74.6 
1) Results on Caltech101. In this experiment, we apply the 
spatial pyramid features of [9] and randomly select 30 images 
from each category for training and test on the rest. We set 
parameters 2 4 8=10 , =10 , =10    for RFDDL-e and RFDDL-r. 
The averaged recognition results are described in Table V. We 
can find that our RFDDL-e and RFDDL-r can deliver better 
accuracies than other models. ADDL and LRSDL also perform 
well by delivering competitive results to our criteria. JDDRDL 
is the worst one. The performance of DPL and COPAR is better 
than KSVD, FDDL, LCLE-DL, LC-KSVD1 and LC-KSVD2. 
In addition, Fig.7 illustrates the example images from the object 
classes with high recognition accuracies.  
2) Results on COIL20. In this study, we randomly select 10 
images from each class for training and use the rest for testing. 
We set 2 4 8=10 , =10 , 10    for RFDDL-e and RFDDL-r. From 
the recognition result in Table VI, we find that our RFDDL-e 
obtains the best record, and our RFDDL-r delivers the highly 
comparable results to ADDL, LRSDL and COPAR.  
TABLE VI.  
 AVERAGED OBJECT RECOGNITION RATES ON COIL20.  
Evaluated Methods Accuracy (%) 
SRC(10 items per class) 84.0 
KSVD(10 items per class) 84.1 
D-KSVD(10 items per class) 84.6 
JDDRDL(10 items per class) 83.2 
SDR(10 items per class) 83.4 
FDDL(10 items per class) 83.6 
LC-KSVD1(10 items per class) 83.2 
LC-KSVD2(10 items per class) 85.5 
DLSI(10 items per class) 85.8 
SVGDL(10 items per class) 84.3 
DPL(10 items per class) 84.2 
ADDL(10 items per class ) 85.8 
COPAR(10 items per class) 85.8 
LCLE-DL(10 items per class) 85.2 
LRSDL(10 items per class) 86.2 
RFDDL-r(10 items per class) 87.3 
RFDDL-e(10 items per class) 87.8 
TABLE VII.  
 AVERAGED OBJECT RECOGNITION RATES ON ETH80. 
Evaluated Methods Accuracy (%) 
SRC(10 items per class) 88.3 
KSVD(10 items per class) 87.9 
D-KSVD(10 items per class) 89.2 
JDDRDL(10 items per class) 85.8 
SDR(10 items per class) 85.1 
FDDL(10 items per class) 87.4 
LC-KSVD1(10 items per class) 87.9 
LC-KSVD2(10 items per class) 88.6 
DLSI(10 items per class) 86.9 
SVGDL(10 items per class) 88.3 
DPL(110 items per class) 89.7 
ADDL(10 items per class) 89.9 
COPAR(10 items per class) 89.4 
LCLE-DL(10 items per class) 88.7 
LRSDL(10 items per class) 89.6 
RFDDL-r(10 items per class) 90.3 
RFDDL-e (10 items per class) 91.2 
3) Results on ETH80. In this study, we mainly consider an 
eight-class object categorization problem, i.e., each of the eight 
big categories is treated as a single class. We use the features of 
[32], randomly select 10 images per category for training and 
test on the rest. 2 6 8=10 , =10 , 10     are set for RFDDL-e and 
4 4 4=10 , =10 , 10     are set for our RFDDL-r. We describe the 
averaged results in Table VII, from which we can find that our 
algorithms outperform other compared methods. The confusion 
matrices for RFDDL-r and RFDDL-e are shown in Fig.8, from 
which we find that most of the confusion occurs between cow, 
dog, horse and tomato. We also evaluate the recognition rates 
of RFDDL-e for individual classes in Fig. 9, from which we can 
obtain the similar conclusion about the performance as Fig.8.  
(a)  
(b)  
Fig. 8: Confusion matrices of RFDDL-r (a) and RFDDL-e (b) on the 
ETH80 database.   
  
(1) apple, accuracy:93.5%                  (2) car, accuracy:99.2% 
  
(3) cow, accuracy:92.0%                 (4) cup, accuracy:99.3% 
  
(5) dog, accuracy: 90.5%                 (6) horse, accuracy: 83.0% 
  
(7) pear, accuracy:92.7%                  (8) tomato, accuracy:89.7% 
Fig. 9: Example images with accuracy from the ETH80 database.  
F. Application to Text Categorization 
We also evaluate each algorithm for categorizing texts based on 
two popular document databases, i.e., TDT2 and RCV1.  
1) Results on TDT2. For the consideration of computational 
efficiency, we use the Principal Component Analysis (PCA)[47] 
as a preprocessing step to reduce the number of dimension to 
3000. We randomly select 10 text data per class for training and 
test on the rest. We set 2=10 , 2=10 and 810   for RFDDL-r. 
6=10 , 2=10  and 1   are used for RFDDL-e. From the text 
categorization results in Table VIII, we can find that RFDDL-r 
and RFDDL-e obtain the comparable categorization accuracies, 
and both are superior to other remaining methods.  
2) Results on RCV1. In this experiment, we also extract the 
principal components features with the dimension being 2000 
by PCA. 2 4 8=10 , =10 , 10      are set for RFDDL-e and =10 , 
4=0.01, 10   for RFDDL-r. In this study, we train on 10, 20, 
40 and 80 samples per category with different dictionary items 
per class and test on the rest. The final rates are reported as the 
average of each run in Table IX. We find that: (1) the increasing 
numbers of training samples per class can clearly enhance the 
performance; (2) RFDDL-e and RFDDL-r can deliver better 
results than other methods. ADDL and LRSDL also perform 
well by delivering highly competitive results to our methods.  
TABLE VIII.  
AVERAGED TEXT CATEGORIZATION RESULTS ON TDT2.  
Evaluated Methods Accuracy (%) 
SRC(10 items per class) 75.1 
KSVD(10 items per class) 68.0 
D-KSVD(10 items per class) 73.6 
JDDRDL(10 items per class) 76.4 
SDR(10 items per class) 79.1 
FDDL(10 items per class) 69.3 
LC-KSVD1(10 items per class) 77.8 
LC-KSVD2(10 items per class) 
 
DLSI(10 items per class)  
79.9 
70.2 DLSI(10 items per class) 
SVGDL(10 items per class) 80.2 
DPL(10 items per class) 
ADDL(10 items per class) 
COPAR(10 items per class) 
LCLE-DL(10 items per class) 
LRSDL(10 items per class) 
77.3 
77.8 
75.5 
78.6 
76.6 
   it   l  
 
.  
 - (  it s r l ss) 
 
.  
 (10 ite s per class) .  
RFDDL-r(10 items per class) 84.0 
RFDDL-e(10 items per class) 83.4 
TABLE IX.  
AVERAGED TEXT CATEGORIZATION RATES ON RCV1 UNDER 
DIFFERENT NUMBERS OF TRAINING SAMPLES.  
Evaluated 
Methods 
10 train 
(8 items)  
20 train 
(16 items)  
40 train 
(30 items)  
80 train 
(60 items)  
Acc. (%) Acc. (%) Acc. (%) Acc. (%) 
SRC 67.4 72.1 77.9 82.6 
KSVD 68.9 74.5 78.4 81.5 
D-KSVD 71.3 79.3 83.5 87.9 
JDDRDL 69.2 76.3 83.1 88.1 
SDR 60.5 70.1 73.5 76.8 
FDDL 56.2 68.9 77.4 81.2 
LC-KSVD1 72.8 80.6 84.1 88.4 
LC-KSVD2 
DLSI 
72.9 
69.8 
80.7 
76.3 
85.4 
85.2 
88.9 
88.5 
SVGDL 72.5 79.4 86.7 89.2 
DPL 69.5 79.3 82.1 85.7 
ADDL 77.0 81.6 87.5 89.8 
COPAR 74.8 80.8 86.4 89.4 
LCLE-DL 71.8 80.5 83.5 86.4 
LRSDL 76.2 82.1 87.8 90.2 
RFDDL-r 77.4 82.8 88.5 90.4 
RFDDL-e 80.5 85.4 88.9 92.0 
 
TABLE X.  
INFORMATION ON TRAINING NUMBER AND DICTIONARY SIZE. 
Database  #Train per class Dictionary size 
MIT CBCL 4 1c, 2c, 3c, 4c 
UMIST 5 1c, 2c, …,5c 
Caltech101 30 6c, 12c, …, 30c 
ETH80 10 2c, 4c,…, 10c 
TDT2 10 2c, 4c,…, 10c 
RCV1 20 4c, 8c,…, 20c 
G. Classification against Varying Dictionary Sizes 
We also investigate the effects of various dictionary sizes on 
the classification results. In this experiment, two face databases 
(UMIST and MIT CBCL), two object databases (ETH80 and 
Caltech101) and two text datasets (TDT2 and RCV1) are used 
for the evaluations. For each database, the number of training 
samples per class and used dictionary sizes are shown in Table 
X, where c is the total number of classes. The classification 
results under various dictionary sizes are shown in Fig.10. We 
can observe that: (1) The performance of each algorithm can be 
improved with the increasing dictionary sizes; (2) RFDDL-e 
and RFDDL-r can generally perform better than other methods 
across all dictionary sizes in most cases. RFDDL-e obtains the 
highest accuracies than RFDDL-r and other methods in most 
cases, except for TDT2. On TDT2, the results of RFDDL-e and 
RFDDL-r are highly competitive with each other.  
       
         
Fig. 10: Classification accuracy vs. varying dictionary sizes based on two face, two object and two text databases.  
H. Noisy Image Recognition Against Corruptions 
We explore the robustness properties of each method against 
corrupted data. Two face databases (UMIST and MIT CBCL) 
and two object databases (ETH80 and COIL20) are applied. To 
corrupt image data, random Gaussian noise is included.  
(1) Face Recognition with Corruptions 
In this study, the number of labeled training images per class is 
set to 8 and 5 for UMIST and MIT CBCL, respectively. The 
numbers of dictionary items are set to 6 and 4 for UMIST and 
MIT CBCL, respectively. The noisy face recognition results are 
shown in Fig.11, where the variance of random Gaussian noise 
is set to 50, 100, … , 500, and some examples of noisy images 
are also shown. We can find that: (1) the classification result is 
decreased when the noise level is increased, i.e., the corruptions 
clearly have the negative effects on the recognition results; (2) 
our RFDDL-e and RFDDL-r can deliver the higher accuracies 
than other methods under different noise levels. Specifically, 
RFDDL-e and RFDDL-r degrades slower than other methods 
when the noise variance increases. That is, our models are less 
sensitive to the noise and corruptions than the other methods, 
which can be attributed to the integrated double recovery on 
data and dictionary to exploit the underlying clean subspaces, 
and the mechanism to associate the locality with the codes and 
classifier to produce accurate coefficients and label predictions. 
LRSDL also works well by obtaining better results, since it also 
considers the low-rank regularization on the dictionary.  
(2) Object Recognition with Corruptions 
We also explore the noisy object recognition tasks on ETH80 
and COIL20 databases to investigate the robustness property of 
each algorithm to noise and corruptions in the object images. 
We still fix the number of labeled training samples of each class 
and number of the dictionary items to investigate the effects of 
     
Fig. 11: Classification performance vs. varying variance on the MIT CBCL (left) and UMIST (right) face databases.  
different noise levels in terms of variance on the performance. 
Specifically, the numbers of labeled training samples per class 
are set to 10 for ETH80 and COIL20, respectively. The number 
of dictionary items is set to 80 and 200 for ETH80 and COIL20. 
The numerical noisy object recognition results on ETH80 and 
COIL20 are shown in Tables XI and XII. We can find that: (1) 
the increasing noise variance clearly decreases the recognition 
results; (2) RFDDL-e and RFDDL-r deliver higher accuracy 
than other methods in most cases. Specifically, the performance 
improvement of RFDDL-e and RFDDL-r over other methods is 
more obvious when the noise level is relatively higher.  
TABLE XI.  
 AVERAGED OBJECT RECOGNITION RATES ON NOISY ETH80 
DATABASE WITH VARYING VARIANCE.  
            Setting 
Method 
ETH80 
var=2 
ETH80 
var=8 
ETH80 
var=50 
ETH80 
var=100 
SRC 88.3 82.6 65.4 45.9 
KSVD 86.9 84.7 66.9 57.9 
D-KSVD 88.0 85.0 65.5 55.9 
JDDRDL 87.9 85.3 71.4 59.1 
SDR 86.7 84.7 69.1 56.8 
FDDL 88.7 85.9 66.2 57.5 
LC-KSVD1 87.9 84.1 68.7 57.0 
LC-KSVD2 88.6 84.7 69.0 57.9 
DLSI 86.6 84.2 65.1 50.3 
SVGDL 83.7 82.1 71.1 62.7 
DPL 88.9 85.9 70.2 59.8 
ADDL 89.4 86.7 69.9 59.6 
COPAR 88.3 84.2 70.5 60.1 
LCLE-DL 88.4 84.2 68.1 58.2 
LRSDL 88.9 85.9 69.8 59.4 
RFDDL-r 89.5 86.9 72.8 66.1 
RFDDL-e 91.0 88.4 75.0 68.1 
TABLE XII.  
 AVERAGED OBJECT RECOGNITION RATES ON NOISY COIL20 
DATABASE WITH VARYING VARIANCE.  
            Setting 
Method 
COIL20 
var=2 
COIL20 
var=8 
COIL20 
var=50 
COIL20 
var=100 
SRC 83.5 83.1 82.6 81.2 
KSVD 83.7 83.2 82.5 81.6 
D-KSVD 84.1 83.5 83.1 82.1 
JDDRDL 83.0 82.6 81.9 80.8 
SDR 83.1 82.7 82.3 81.6 
FDDL 83.2 82.5 82.1 80.5 
LC-KSVD1 82.7 82.3 81.6 80.2 
LC-KSVD2 85.5 84.2 83.6 81.4 
DLSI 85.8 85.6 84.7 82.9 
SVGDL 84.3 83.9 83.0 81.7 
DPL 84.2 83.8 83.1 81.2 
ADDL 85.8 85.5 84.8 83.7 
COPAR 85.8 85.4 84.6 83.6 
LCLE-DL 85.2 84.3 83.5 81.3 
LRSDL 86.2 85.8 85.2 84.8 
RFDDL-r 87.1 86.8 86.4 86.2 
RFDDL-e 87.3 86.9 86.5 86.3 
I. Hyperparameter Analysis 
We investigate the effects of model parameters  ,  and   on 
the results of RFDDL-e and RFDDL-r, i.e., the sensitivity of 
our methods to model parameters. Since the optimal parameter 
selection still remains an open issue to date, we follow common 
procedures to use a heuristic way to select the most important 
parameters. Since there are three parameters, we aim to fix one 
of them and explore the effects of other two on result by grid 
search. MIT CBCL face database is used as an example and the 
number of training samples per class is set to 4. For each pair of 
parameters, we average the results based on 15 random splits of 
training/testing sets. We show the parameter selection results of 
our RFDDL-r and RFDDL-e in Figs. 12 and 13, respectively. 
We can find that RFDDL-r and RFDDL-e generally perform 
well in a range of parameters. Specifically, our RFDDL-r with 
-2 410 , 10   and 410  can generally work well, and our 
RFDDL-e obtains better results when 410  . Note that similar 
observations and findings can be obtained from other databases, 
but the results are not provided due to the page limitation.  
                        
(a)                                        (b)                                     (c) 
Fig. 12: Effects of parameters ,   and   on the accuracy of RFDDL-r, 
where (a) fix 210  to tune  and   by grid search. (b) fix 410  to 
tune and  . (c) fix 8=10 to tune  and  .  
 
(a)                                        (b)                                     (c) 
Fig. 13: Effects of parameters ,   and   on the accuracy of RFDDL-e, 
where (a) fix 210  to tune  and   using grid search. (b) fix 610  to 
tune and  . (c) fix 8=10 to tune  and  .  
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
We have investigated the joint subspace recovery and enhanced 
discriminative locality driven robust flexible label consistent 
dictionary learning problem. Our model aims at improving the 
robustness against noise and outliers in data and dictionary by 
recovering the clean data and atom subspaces. To encode the 
representation accurately, our model also proposes the flexible 
reconstruction error, discriminative flexible sparse code error 
and flexible classification error, which can enable our model to 
process the data sampled from a nonlinear manifold potentially, 
enable the codes to be soft and predict the labels of samples 
accurately by avoiding the overfitting issue. A discriminative 
Laplacian matrix is also derived over the recovered atoms to 
make the neighborhood discriminative and accurate, and by 
associating it with the learning of codes and classifier jointly to 
obtain more accurate discriminative codes and classifier.   
We mainly examined the effectiveness of our algorithm on 
public databases. By visualizing the recovered clean data and 
atoms, we can find that the subspace recovery can remove noise 
and outliers effectively from the original data and dictionary. 
Quantitative classification also demonstrate the superiority of 
our method in terms of performance and robustness. In future, a 
general strategy for the optimal selection of parameters needs 
investigation. Although the alternatively updating strategy of 
RFDDL can converge to a local minimum, the probability that 
the proposed method converged to the global optimum should 
be studied theoretically. Besides, because different real-world 
application data usually deliver different complex distributions 
and structures, and the inclusion mechanisms of RFDDL-r and 
RFDDL-e are different, we will also explore the comparison of 
them in our future work on various kinds of datasets.  
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